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Vectors have both magnitude and direction 
 displacement, velocity, acceleration
Scalars have magnitude only 
distance, speed, time, mass

Unit vectors 
Specify direction only.
Used to represent a vector in terms of components.
a = axi + ayj + azk

Multiplication of Vector by Scalar
Physics application
	Momentum:		p = mv
	Electric force:	F = qE
Result
A vector with the same direction, a different magnitude and perhaps different units.

Multiplication of Vector by Vector (Dot Product)
C = AB cos 
C = AxBx + AyBy + AzBz
Physics application
	Work:	W = F  d
Result
A scalar with magnitude and no direction.

Multiplication of Vector by Vector (Cross Product)
C = A  B
C = AB sin  (magnitude)
Physics application
Work	 = r  F
Magnetic force	F = qv  B
Result
A vector with magnitude and a direction perpendicular to the plane established by the other two vectors. 

Kinematic Equations (in 3 dimensions)
v = vo + at
r = ro + vot + ½ a t2
v  v = vo  vo + 2ar

Projectile Motion
Horizontal velocity is constant.
	x = vo,xt
Vertical velocity is accelerated at -g.
vy = vo - gt
y = yo + Vo,yt - 1/2gt2
vy2 = vo,y2 - 2g(y – yo)
The trajectory is defined mathematically by a parabola.

 Problem: Projectile (CM-1998)

2.    The velocity of a projectile at launch has a horizontal component vh and a vertical component vv. Air resistance is negligible.  When the projectile is at the highest point of its trajectory, which of the following show the vertical and horizontal components of its velocity and the vertical component of its acceleration?
Vertical 	Horizontal 	Vertical
Velocity 	Velocity 	Acceleration
(A)	     vv		     vh		0
(B) 	     vv	 	     0		0
(C) 	     0		    vh		0
(D) 	     0	0		g
(E)	     0		     vh		g

Justify your answer:








Problem: Projectile (CM-1998)
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26. A target T lies flat on the ground 3 m from the side of a building that is 10 m tall, as shown above.   A student rolls a ball off the horizontal roof of the building in the direction of the target.   Air resistance is negligible. The horizontal speed with which the ball must leave the roof if it is to strike the target is most nearly
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Show your work:








Problem: Projectile (CM-1993)
Questions 27‑
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A ball is thrown and follows a parabolic path, as shown above. Air friction is negligible. Point Q is the highest point on the path.

27. 	Which of the following best indicates the direction of the acceleration, if any, of the ball at point Q ?
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	(E) There is no acceleration of the ball at point Q.

Justify your answer:







Problem: Projectile (CM-1988)
10. 	A projectile is fired from the surface of the Earth with a speed of 200 meters per second at an angle of 30° above the horizontal. If the ground is level, what is the maximum height reached by the projectile?
	(A) 5 m      (B) 10 m      (C) 500 m
(D) 1,000 m      (E) 2,000 m

Show your work:







 Uniform Circular Motion
Object moves in a circle without changing speed.
The object’s velocity is continually changing.
Therefore, the object must be accelerating.
The acceleration vector is pointed toward the center of the circle in which the object is moving.
This acceleration is referred to as centripetal acceleration.

Acceleration in Uniform Circular Motion
Centripetal acceleration.
Perpendicular to the velocity.
Does not change an object’s speed.
ac = v2/r
v: velocity
r: radius of rotation

Problem: Uniform Circular Motion (CM-1998)
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25. 	A figure of a dancer on a music box moves counterclockwise at constant speed around the path shown above. The path is such that the lengths of its segments, PQ, QR, RS, and SP, are equal.     Arcs QR and SP are semicircles. Which of the following best represents the magnitude of the dancer's acceleration as a function of time t during one trip around the path, beginning at point P ?
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Justify your answer:





 Problem: Centripetal Acceleration (CM-1988)
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7.	Vectors V1, and V2 shown above have equal magnitudes. The vectors represent the velocities of an object at times t1, and t2, respectively.   The average acceleration of the object between time t1 and t2 was
	(A) zero      (B) directed north
(C) directed west    (D) directed north of east  
(E) directed north of west

Justify your answer:





Circular Motion that is NOT Uniform
The speed is not constant.
Two acceleration components exist:
tangential acceleration component
causes change in speed 
centripetal acceleration component
causes turning.

Angular vs Linear Variables
s = r
v = r
at = ar
ac = v2/r

Problem: Non-uniform Circular Motion (CM-1998)
11.    A satellite of mass M moves in a circular orbit of radius R with constant speed v.   True statements about this satellite include which of the following?
I. Its angular speed is v/R.
II. Its tangential acceleration is zero.
III. The magnitude of its centripetal acceleration is constant.
(A) I only      (B) II only       (C) I and III only
(D) II and III only           (E) I, II, and III

 Justify your answer:







Relative Motion
Usually requires vector addition.
You may make any observer the “stationary” observer.

Problem: Relative Motion (CM-1993)
3. 	At a particular instant, a stationary observer on the ground sees a package falling with speed v1 at an angle to the vertical.  To a pilot flying horizontally at constant speed relative to the ground, the package appears to be falling vertically with a speed v2 at that instant. What is the speed of the pilot relative to the ground?
	(A) v1 + v2       (B) v1 ‑ v2       (C) v2‑v1 
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Show your work:







Problem: Relative Motion (CM-1988)
6. 	Two people are in a boat that is capable of a maximum speed of 5 kilometers per hour in still water, and wish to cross a river 1 kilometer wide to a point directly across from their starting point.   If the speed of the water in the river is 5 kilometers per hour, how much time is required for the crossing?
	(A) 0.05 hr      (B) 0.1 hr	(C) 1 hr  	(D) 10 hr
(E) The point directly across from the starting point cannot be reached under these conditions.

Show your work:




